A unique feature of the corpora from English-Corpora.org is the ability to click on the corpus results to find and use external resources related to a word or phrase. In all seventeen of the corpora, the "results" page for a search contains a number of links to external resources. For example, the following are the results for **healthy NOUN** in the one billion word **COCA corpus** (the Corpus of Contemporary American English):

By default, clicking on any of the phrases will show the standard "concordance" or "keyword in context (KWIC)" display (as in the red link above). For example, the following are a few of the concordance lines for **healthy food**.

But at English-Corpora.org, you can also see translations for any of these words or phrases, as well as see links to a number of other external resources. For example, clicking on the [Image] or [Pron/Video] (pronunciation) link will show resources like the following:

So you'll wind up giving them less **healthy food** because it's less of a hassle but also
The following are external resources from the [Google] and [Book] links for the healthy food entry in the results:

**Google search (Baidu in China)**

- People also ask:
  - What are the 10 most healthy foods?
  - What are 5 healthy foods to eat?
  - What are 10 ways to eat healthy?
  - What healthy foods eat?

- Website links:
  - Women's Nutrition: What is Considered "Healthy Food?"
  - Healthy Food Guide - Delicious recipes and expert diet
  - Healthy Food Choices Made Easy | ADA

- https://www.healthyliving.com

**Google Books**

- Google Books preview of "Healthy Food Junkies: The Rise of Orthorexia Nervosa - the..."
- Google Books preview of "Healthy Food Diversity as a Concept of Dietary Quality: ... - Page 124"

You can also select [Translation] and then click on any word for phrase in the results page to see the translation from Google Translate, as in the results from Japanese, German, Russian, or Arabic below (or any of 100+ additional languages):

- DETECT LANGUAGE: JAPANESE, ENGLISH, GERMAN, RUSSIAN, ARABIC

- Entries for "healthy food" in different languages:
  - Japanese: 健康食品
  - German: gesundes Essen
  - Russian: здоровая пища
  - Arabic: الطعام الصحي

You can also click on [Entire page] in the corpus results to see the translation of all of the entries, into any of the 100+ languages, as with the results for the corpus search **soft NOUN**:

| 1120 soft tissue | 1109 soft drinks | 867 soft spot | 790 soft money | 721 soft drink | 546 soft voice | 421 soft power | 328 soft tissues | 274 soft landing | 247 soft light | 219 soft skills | 216 soft peaks | 213 soft touch | 207 soft skin | 176 soft music | 167 soft hands | 158 soft leather | 148 soft spots | 146 soft targets | 143 soft glow |
|------------------|------------------|--------------|---------------|---------------|--------------|--------------|----------------|----------------|--------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|--------------|---------------|---------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|---------------|----------------|
| Tejido suave     | bebidas sin alcohol | Punto débil | dinero blando | refresco      | voz suave    | Poder suave  | tejidos blandos | Aterrizaje suave | luz tenue     | brillante     | brillo suave  | piel suave    | piel suave    | música suave  | manos suave   | piel suave    | puntos débiles| objetivos blandos | billo suave  |
| 1120 soft tissue | 1109 soft drinks | 867 soft spot | 790 soft money | 721 soft drink | 546 soft voice | 421 soft power | 328 soft tissues | 274 soft landing | 247 soft light | 219 soft skills | 216 soft peaks | 213 soft touch | 207 soft skin | 176 soft music | 167 soft hands | 158 soft leather | 148 soft spots | 146 soft targets | 143 soft glow |
| 织物             | 软饮料           | 湿布         | 货币           | 喝水       | 歌声         | 力气         | 织物         | 落地         | 光亮         | 技术         | 峰值         | 触感         | 皮肤         | 音乐         | 手             | 皮肤         | 点痣         | 目标         | 光亮         | 棒槌         |
One of the problems of KWIC entries for language learners is simply knowing what the other words in the KWIC line mean. At English-Corpora.org, there are also links to external resources for each entry in the concordance / Keyword in Context (KWIC) page, as with the following KWIC entries for healthy food:

The link highlighted above in green will take you to a translation of the KWIC entry. You can also hear the KWIC line via the red link (and then via the "speaker" icon at Google Translate). (Baidu Translate is used in China.)

If you want, you can select multiple KWIC lines (up to 100 lines), and see a translation of all of the selected lines:

You can also click on the icon (highlighted in red, below) to see a wide range of information for any word in the KWIC entry, such as the word districts. This information includes a detailed "word page" (discussed later in this document), links to definitions from external dictionaries, translations, and web, image, and video links. So with a couple of clicks, learners have quick and easy access to any words in the KWIC entry. Unlike the results at other corpus sites, at English-Corpora.org there is never any reason for non-native speakers to feel intimidated by words that they don't know in the KWIC entries.
In terms of KWIC results, you can also see a translation of the "expanded KWIC" entry, as is shown for line #4 below:

```
Finally, in each of the seventeen corpora from English-Corpora.org, you can quickly and easily create "Virtual Corpora", based on words or phrases in the texts, or based on metadata (e.g. date, author, or source). For example, you could create a "Virtual Corpus" dealing with telescopes in about 2-3 seconds, and then find the keywords from this corpus in 1-2 seconds more. And then via the [Translate all Entries] link, you can see the translation of all of the keywords for your Virtual Corpus:
```

The COCA corpus and the iWeb corpus allow you to browse through the top 60,000 words in the corpus, and to see a wide range of information on each of these 60,000 words. And as before, you can find links to a wide range of external information for each of these words. The entries below are for words near #25,200 (i.e. the 25,200th most frequent word in the corpus). For each word, you can hear the word pronounced, see videos with that word highlighted, find images, or see translations. For example, the following external resources are for word #25,205: gasket.
In COCA and iWeb, each of the top 60,000 words (lemmas) has a "word sketch" or “home page”, with the following 16 pieces of information: 1) lemma and part of speech 2) add word to “favorites” list 3) see “history” of past words 4) frequency information 5) definitions, including links to external definitions and etymology 6) images 7) pronunciation and external videos 8) definitions from several external websites 9) synonyms 10) word used in definitions for other words, and more specific and more general words from WordNet 11) related topics 12) collocates 13) morphologically-related words 14) 2-4 word clusters 15) texts or websites where the word is very frequent 16) concordance (KWIC) lines.
Several of these pieces of information come from external resources. For example:

**[5]** Definitions from several external websites, include etymology

**[6, 7]** Images (from Google Images) and videos (from several external websites), which allows you to hear the word in context.
Translations of the word into hundreds of languages, at multiple external sites

Finally, in COCA you can enter and analyze entire texts. You can find the keywords for the text:

You can also click on any word in either the text or the frequency/keyword lists (as with vaccine above) to see a detailed “word sketch” of that word (this is just a partial view of the page for vaccine).
Again, from this “word sketch”, you can access many external resources, such as definitions, etymology, images, videos, pronunciation, and translations.
Only at English-Corpora.org can you 1) enter an entire text and then 2) see detailed "word sketches" for each of the words in the text, including external information.

We believe that the corpora from English-Corpora.org provide the best data for English, especially for studies of variation in English. But English-Corpora.org also goes far beyond what other corpus sites offer, by linking you to an extremely wide range of external resources, which can be invaluable for language learners and teachers.